ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Version of POLYMATH 4.1 Now supports Windows
printing and graphic files for documents
The most recent upgrade of POLYMATH is now available
from CACHE. Site license users will receive this new version.
This 4.1 version of POLYMATH is still a DOS program, but
it creates Windows Meta files (WMFs) that can be conveniently printed or entered into documents. Special MetaFile
Print programs for Windows 3.X, 95, 98, and NT normally
print the POLYMATH WMF files that are generated upon
printing requests from within POLYMATH. These generated
WMFs are also made available for insertion as graphic files
into word process and desk top publishing documents.
Work is continuing on a completely Windows-based
POLYMATH with a new user interface which retains the
current calculational capabilities. This Windows version is
expected in the summer of 1999.
Version 4.02 is also now available for DOS operating systems
with on-board printer drivers.
Educational licenses: If you decide to obtain POLYMATH
for testing (see form below), please be aware of the following:

1.

You may reproduce the program as many times as you
like for students and other faculty.

2.

Your department chairman will be informed of the
testing.

3.

If you decide to use POLYMATH in your department
after 3 months, your department will be billed for $125,
and $75 for each successive year thereafter. This fee
covers any updates or new versions. Nonmember
institution rates are an initial $150 and a $100 annual
fee.

4.

If you decide not to use POLYMATH after 3 months,
you must erase all copies utilized on your departmental
computer systems and networks.

Industrial site licenses are $300 with an annual fee of $200.
This includes distribution, computer laboratory use, and
unlimited personal computer copies to employees.
Individual student copies are $25 each.

POLYMATH Order Form
Please send me a copy of POLYMATH 4.1. I have read and
understood the conditions described above.
Name: ______________________________________________________

Date: ________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Machine: ___________________________________

To order please mail to:
CACHE Corporation
P.O. Box 7939
Austin, TX 78713-7939
(512) 295-2708
FAX: (512) 295-4498

Credit Card No: (VISA/Mastercard only)
______________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________________________
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